
Dalarö Local History Association offers cultural walks in the small community with a traditional 

archipelago environment. Here, exclusive villas stand side by side with small 18th-century 

farmhouses. Cliffs and sandy beaches, which made Dalarö a popular seaside resort around the turn 

of the last century, still remain. Here in the village, among others, the artist Anders Zorn and the 

writer August Strindberg have taken inspiration. 

Dalarö is a picturesque archipelago community that is known for its special environment and 

buildings. 

Among the sights are the Seurahuone with its current exterior from the 1860s and the beautiful 

wooden church from 1652. 

The customs house built (1787-88) by King Gustaf III from drawings by Erik Palmstedt. Tullhuset is a 

historic building that, in addition to Dalarö Local History Association , houses, association premises, 

archipelago museum and restaurant. 

Franzén's shed

Anders Franzén discovered the regal ship Vasa on the bottom of the Stockholm stream in 1956 

after extensive research work in his boathouse on Dalarö. 

Several buildings on Dalarö are declared listed buildings.



Interior: 

Anders Franzén's

museum in 

Fisherman's

Harbour on Dalarö.

Objects that Anders Franzén has collected over the years in connection with his dives on wrecks.



The society house with its current exterior from the 1860s.

Dalarö church dating back to 1652.

The ball cross on the roof of the church.

The bell tower next to the church.



How to get to Dalarö: 

By car: Dalarö is 41.4 km from Stockholm. Take road 73 towards Nynäshamn and after 21.9 km take 

off towards Dalarö, road 227. 

N 59° 8.098', E 18° 24.500' 

By public transport: Take commuter train 35 towards Västerhaninge and change at Handens

centrum to bus 839. 

(Travel time 1 hour from Sthlm C to The hotel pier on Dalarö).

Food and accommodation: In Dalarö there are some opportunities for a good meal. 

Accommodation is offered by Hostel Lotsen (The pilot) Dalarö.

Adaptation for the disabled: Some buildings on Dalarö are accessible for wheelchair users, but 

Dalarö community offers a varied hilly terrain where some parts can be more difficult to get 

around in with a wheelchair. 





Homepage Dalarö Local History Association.

http://www.dalarohembygd.se


